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XPath Queries

Ways to optimise XPath processing: 

• better algorithms (previous lecture) 

• query rewriting for more efficient queries 

• query containment



Rewriting XPath Queries

This lecture: 

• path equivalence 

• transforming backward axes into forward axes 

• query containment



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 1.0 equality 

//a[b/d = c/d] 

— what does it compare?

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 1.0 equality 

//a[b/d = c/d] 

— what does it compare? string value of nodes

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 1.0 equality 

//a[b/d == c/d] 

— what does it select?

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 1.0 equality 

//a[b/d == c/d] 

— what does it select?

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>

//*[child::node()[1] == child::node()[position()==last()]]



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 2.0 equality 

//a[b/d == c/d] 

— what does it select?

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 2.0 equality 

//a[b/d == c/d] 

— what does it select? identical nodes

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 2.0 equality 

//a[b/d == c/d] 

— what does it select? identical nodes

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>

how would it work in XPath 1.0 ?



Preamble: Equality in XPath

XPath 2.0 equality 

//a[b/d == c/d] 

— what does it select? identical nodes

<a> 
<b> 
<d>t1</d> 
<d>t2</d> 
<d>t3</d> 

</b> 
<b> 
<d>t4</d> 
<d>t5</d> 
<d>t1</d> 

</b> 
</a>

count(p1 | p2) < count(p1) + count(p2)



XPath Equivalence
Fragment of XPath (2.0) 

s 

• path starting with / is called absolute path

Figure 1 Tree and XML data it represents

<journal>
  <title>databases</title>
  <editor>anna</editor>
  <authors>
    <name>anna</name>
    <name>bob</name>
  </authors>
  <price />
</journal>

root

journal

title editor authors price

"anna""databases"
name name

"anna" "bob"

2.1 Location Path Language

The location path language considered in the following is unabbreviated XPath without those
constructs (such as those needed for processing attributes) irrelevant to the issue of concern. For
convenience, this language will be referred to as xPath. Recall that every abbreviated XPath
expression can easily be translated into an unabbreviated XPath expression. It is worth stressing
that the results given below for xPath extend to XPath 1.0 [18]. The (abstract) syntax of xPath
is as follows:

path ::= path | path | / path | path / path | path [ qualif ] | axis :: nodetest |? .

qualif ::= qualif and qualif | qualif or qualif | ( qualif ) |
path = path | path == path | path .

axis ::= reverse axis | forward axis .

reverse axis ::= parent | ancestor | ancestor-or-self |
preceding | preceding-sibling .

forward axis ::= self | child | descendant | descendant-or-self |
following | following-sibling .

nodetest ::= tagname | * | text() | node() .

As XPath 2.0 and in contrast to XPath 1.0, xPath allows the union p1 | p2 of two paths
at every level. Such paths can easily be transformed into paths with unions at top level only.
Note also that while we do not consider functions in the following sections, the results almost
immediately apply to location paths with functions. The only class of functions that needs
special treatment are functions for accessing the context position or size of a node.
? is convenient for simplifying proofs. It is used as a canonical equivalent path to the xPath

expressions that select no nodes whatever the context node and document are, e.g. /parent::*.
p1 == p2 expresses node equality based on identity. Thus, if p1 and p2 are two paths, then

p1 == p2 holds if there is a node selected by p1 which is identical to a node selected by p2.
== corresponds to built-in node equality operator (==) in XPath 2.0 and XQuery 1.0, but it
can also be used for comparing node sets similar to general comparisons in XPath 2.0. As
XPath 1.0 has built-in support for equality based on node values only, the XPath 1.0 expression
count(p1 | p2) < count(p1) + count(p2) can be used for expressing ==.

A path expression will be called a “location path”, or “path” for short. A qualif expression is
a “qualifier” (or pattern). Expressions axis::nodetest and axis::nodetest[qualif ] are “steps”,
also called “location steps”. The length of a location path is the number of location steps it
contains outside and inside qualifiers. Note that every location path is a qualifier, but the
converse is false.

Absolute location paths are recursively defined as follows: A disjunctive path, i.e. a path of
the form p1 | . . . | pi | . . . | pk, is an absolute path if for all i = 1, . . . , k, pi is an absolute path.
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XPath Equivalence

p1 equivalent to p2 

• for any document D and any context node N of D, 
p1 evaluated on D with context N gives the same 
result as p2 evaluated on D with context N

p1 ⌘ p2



XPath Equivalence
Relative to absolute path

p1 ⌘ p2 ) /p1 ⌘ /p2



XPath Equivalence
Adjunct of a path

p1 ⌘ p2 ) /p1/p ⌘ /p2/p

p1 ⌘ p2 ) p/p1 ⌘ p/p1

p1 ⌘ p2 ) p1[q] ⌘ p2[q]

p1 ⌘ p2 ) p[p1] ⌘ p[p2]



XPath Equivalence
Qualifier flattening

p[p1/p2] ⌘ p[p1[p2]]



XPath Equivalence
-or-self axis decompositions

A non-disjunctive path is an absolute path if it is of the form /p, where p is a path. A location
path, which is not an absolute path, is a “relative path”. A step is a “forward step”, if its axis
is a forward axis, or a “reverse step”, if its axis is a reverse axis.

The axes of the following pairs are “symmetrical” of each other: parent – child, ancestor –
descendant, descendant-or-self – ancestor-or-self, preceding – following, preceding-
sibling – following-sibling, and (useful in proofs) self – self.

[24] and [25] give a denotational semantics for XPath, which is slightly modified for our
purpose in [17]. The semantics defines a function S that assigns a set of nodes to a location
path and a context node: SJpKx is the set of nodes selected by p from node x.

3 Location Path Equivalences

A set of simple equivalences is first established. These are then used to prove equivalences of
paths with reverse axes. We distinguish between general equivalences that can be applied to
remove any reverse axis, and specific equivalences, each of them being applicable to a certain
case. Making use of the semantics of xPath given in the full version [17] of this paper, the
equivalence of location paths can be formally defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 (Path equivalence). Two location paths p1 and p2 are equivalent, noted
p1 ⌘ p2, if SJp1K = SJp2K, i.e. if SJp1Kx = SJp2Kx for all nodes x (from any document).

Intuitively, two location paths are equivalent if they select the same set of nodes for every
document and every context node in this document.

Lemma 3.1. Let p, p1, and p2 be location paths, q, q1, and q2 qualifiers, n a node test, and
✓ 2 {==, =}.

1. Right step adjunction: If p1 ⌘ p2 and p relative, then p1/p ⌘ p2/p.

2. Left step adjunction: If p1 ⌘ p2 and p1, p2 relative, then p/p1 ⌘ p/p2.

3. Qualifier adjunction: If p1 ⌘ p2, then p1[q] ⌘ p2[q] and p[p1] ⌘ p[p2].

4. Relative/absolute path conversion: If p1 ⌘ p2, then /p1 ⌘ /p2.

5. Qualifier flattening: p[p1/p2] ⌘ p[p1[p2]].

6. Ancestor-or-self axis decomposition:
ancestor-or-self::n ⌘ ancestor::n | self::n.

7. Descendant-or-self axis decomposition:
descendant-or-self::n ⌘ descendant::n | self::n.

8. Qualifiers with joins: p[p1 ✓ /p2] ⌘ p[p1[self::node() ✓ /p2]].

Equivalences involving complex qualifiers and unions can be found in the full version [17] of
this paper.

Recall that ? is a location path never selecting any node whatever the context node and
document are. Since the root node has no parents and therefore no siblings, the following holds:
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A non-disjunctive path is an absolute path if it is of the form /p, where p is a path. A location
path, which is not an absolute path, is a “relative path”. A step is a “forward step”, if its axis
is a forward axis, or a “reverse step”, if its axis is a reverse axis.

The axes of the following pairs are “symmetrical” of each other: parent – child, ancestor –
descendant, descendant-or-self – ancestor-or-self, preceding – following, preceding-
sibling – following-sibling, and (useful in proofs) self – self.

[24] and [25] give a denotational semantics for XPath, which is slightly modified for our
purpose in [17]. The semantics defines a function S that assigns a set of nodes to a location
path and a context node: SJpKx is the set of nodes selected by p from node x.

3 Location Path Equivalences

A set of simple equivalences is first established. These are then used to prove equivalences of
paths with reverse axes. We distinguish between general equivalences that can be applied to
remove any reverse axis, and specific equivalences, each of them being applicable to a certain
case. Making use of the semantics of xPath given in the full version [17] of this paper, the
equivalence of location paths can be formally defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 (Path equivalence). Two location paths p1 and p2 are equivalent, noted
p1 ⌘ p2, if SJp1K = SJp2K, i.e. if SJp1Kx = SJp2Kx for all nodes x (from any document).

Intuitively, two location paths are equivalent if they select the same set of nodes for every
document and every context node in this document.

Lemma 3.1. Let p, p1, and p2 be location paths, q, q1, and q2 qualifiers, n a node test, and
✓ 2 {==, =}.

1. Right step adjunction: If p1 ⌘ p2 and p relative, then p1/p ⌘ p2/p.

2. Left step adjunction: If p1 ⌘ p2 and p1, p2 relative, then p/p1 ⌘ p/p2.

3. Qualifier adjunction: If p1 ⌘ p2, then p1[q] ⌘ p2[q] and p[p1] ⌘ p[p2].

4. Relative/absolute path conversion: If p1 ⌘ p2, then /p1 ⌘ /p2.

5. Qualifier flattening: p[p1/p2] ⌘ p[p1[p2]].

6. Ancestor-or-self axis decomposition:
ancestor-or-self::n ⌘ ancestor::n | self::n.

7. Descendant-or-self axis decomposition:
descendant-or-self::n ⌘ descendant::n | self::n.

8. Qualifiers with joins: p[p1 ✓ /p2] ⌘ p[p1[self::node() ✓ /p2]].

Equivalences involving complex qualifiers and unions can be found in the full version [17] of
this paper.

Recall that ? is a location path never selecting any node whatever the context node and
document are. Since the root node has no parents and therefore no siblings, the following holds:
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XPath Equivalence
Joins (= or ==)

p[p1✓/p2] ⌘ p[p1[self :: node()✓/p2]]



XPath Equivalence

Why Path equivalence?



XPath Equivalence

Why Path equivalence? 

• big XML documents cannot be kept in memory 

• hence streaming algorithms are a better fit for path 
processing 

• but reverse/bacward axes are bad for streaming 
algorithms (why?)



Removing Backward Axes
Dual of a backward axis

axis dual

parent child

ancestor

ancestor-or-self descendant-or-self

preceding

preceding-sibling following-sibling



Removing Backward Axes
Dual of a backward axis

axis dual

parent child

ancestor descendant

ancestor-or-self descendant-or-self

preceding following

preceding-sibling following-sibling



Rewrite Rules
General rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, an 
forward axis, n, m node tests)

Lemma 3.2. Let m and n be node tests, i.e. m and n are tag names or one of the xPath
constructs *, node(), or text().

• Let a be one of the axes parent, ancestor, preceding, preceding-sibling, self,
following, or following-sibling. Then the following holds:

/a::n ⌘
(
/ if a = self and n = node()

? otherwise

• Let a be the preceding or ancestor axis. Then the following equivalences hold:

/child::m/a::n ⌘
(
/self::node()[child::m] if a = ancestor and n = node()

? otherwise

/child::m[a::n] ⌘
(
/child::m if a = ancestor and n = node()

? otherwise

3.1 General equivalences

The nodes selected by a reverse step within a location path are necessarily descendants of the
document root. The following equivalences show how for any reverse axis only those descendants
of the root can be selected that are also matched by the original reverse step.

Proposition 3.1. Let p and s be relative location paths, n and m node tests, am a reverse axis,
an a forward axis, and bm the symmetrical axis of am. Then the following holds

p[am::m/s] ⌘ p[/descendant::m[s]/bm::node() == self::node()]

(1)

/p/an::n/am::m ⌘ /descendant::m[bm::n == /p/an::n] (2)

/an::n/am::m ⌘ /descendant::m[bm::n == /an::n] (2a)

Equivalence (1) shows that it is possible to remove the first step in a location path within a
qualifier. With help of Lemma 3.1.5 this result is generalized to reverse steps having an arbitrary
position within a qualifier.

The key idea of Equivalence (1) is that, instead of looking back from the context node spec-
ified by path p for matching a certain node (am::m), one can look forward from the beginning
of the document for matching the node (/descendant::m) and then, still forward, for reaching
the initial context node (bm::node()). Hence, e.g. instead of checking whether the context
node specified by path p has a preceding m (p[preceding::m]), one rather looks for an m

node and then for a following node that is identical to the context node:
p[/descendant::m/following::node() == self::node()].

Equivalence (2) removes the first reverse step from an absolute location path using the same
underlying idea.

Note that the equality occurring in these equivalences is based on node identity. The equiv-
alent paths might remain expensive to evaluate, but no evaluation of the am::m reverse step is
needed anymore.

Example 3.1. Consider the example of Figure 1 and a query asking for all names that appear
before a price. A way to select these nodes is using the following location path:

/descendant::price/preceding::name

By Equivalence (2a), the preceding axis can be removed yielding to the following equivalent
location path:

/descendant::name[following::price == /descendant::price]

While the initial location path selects all name nodes preceding a price node, the equivalent
location path selects all name nodes, that have a following price node, if that node is also a

5

Which rewrite rule? 
 /descendant::price/preceding::name



Rewrite Rules
Rewrite rule Lemma (1)Lemma 3.2. Let m and n be node tests, i.e. m and n are tag names or one of the xPath

constructs *, node(), or text().

• Let a be one of the axes parent, ancestor, preceding, preceding-sibling, self,
following, or following-sibling. Then the following holds:

/a::n ⌘
(
/ if a = self and n = node()

? otherwise

• Let a be the preceding or ancestor axis. Then the following equivalences hold:

/child::m/a::n ⌘
(
/self::node()[child::m] if a = ancestor and n = node()

? otherwise

/child::m[a::n] ⌘
(
/child::m if a = ancestor and n = node()

? otherwise

3.1 General equivalences

The nodes selected by a reverse step within a location path are necessarily descendants of the
document root. The following equivalences show how for any reverse axis only those descendants
of the root can be selected that are also matched by the original reverse step.

Proposition 3.1. Let p and s be relative location paths, n and m node tests, am a reverse axis,
an a forward axis, and bm the symmetrical axis of am. Then the following holds

p[am::m/s] ⌘ p[/descendant::m[s]/bm::node() == self::node()]

(1)

/p/an::n/am::m ⌘ /descendant::m[bm::n == /p/an::n] (2)

/an::n/am::m ⌘ /descendant::m[bm::n == /an::n] (2a)

Equivalence (1) shows that it is possible to remove the first step in a location path within a
qualifier. With help of Lemma 3.1.5 this result is generalized to reverse steps having an arbitrary
position within a qualifier.

The key idea of Equivalence (1) is that, instead of looking back from the context node spec-
ified by path p for matching a certain node (am::m), one can look forward from the beginning
of the document for matching the node (/descendant::m) and then, still forward, for reaching
the initial context node (bm::node()). Hence, e.g. instead of checking whether the context
node specified by path p has a preceding m (p[preceding::m]), one rather looks for an m

node and then for a following node that is identical to the context node:
p[/descendant::m/following::node() == self::node()].

Equivalence (2) removes the first reverse step from an absolute location path using the same
underlying idea.

Note that the equality occurring in these equivalences is based on node identity. The equiv-
alent paths might remain expensive to evaluate, but no evaluation of the am::m reverse step is
needed anymore.

Example 3.1. Consider the example of Figure 1 and a query asking for all names that appear
before a price. A way to select these nodes is using the following location path:

/descendant::price/preceding::name

By Equivalence (2a), the preceding axis can be removed yielding to the following equivalent
location path:

/descendant::name[following::price == /descendant::price]

While the initial location path selects all name nodes preceding a price node, the equivalent
location path selects all name nodes, that have a following price node, if that node is also a
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Rewrite Rules
Parent rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, an forward 
axis, n, m node tests)Proposition 3.2 (parent axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.

descendant::n/parent::m ⌘ descendant-or-self::m[child::n]

(3)

child::n/parent::m ⌘ self::m[child::n] (4)

p/self::n/parent::m ⌘ p[self::n]/parent::m (5)

p/following-sibling::n/parent::m ⌘ p[following-sibling::n]/parent::m (6)

p/following::n/parent::m ⌘ p/following::m[child::n] (7)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[following-sibling::n]

/parent::m

descendant::n [parent::m] ⌘ descendant-or-self::m/child::n

(8)

child::n[parent::m] ⌘ self::m/child::n (9)

p/self::n[parent::m] ⌘ p[parent::m]/self::n (10)

p/following-sibling::n[parent::m] ⌘ p[parent::m]/following-sibling::n (11)

p/following::n[parent::m] ⌘ p/following::m/child::n (12)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[parent::m]

/following-sibling::n

Example 3.2. Consider the data of Figure 1. The following location path selects all editors of
journals:

/descendant::editor[parent::journal].

According to Equivalence (8), this path is equivalent to:
/descendant-or-self::journal/child::editor.

3.2.2 Ancestor

The following proposition gives equivalences that either move an ancestor step to the left of a
path or remove it completely. Equivalences (13a) and (18a) are special cases of Equivalences (13)
and (18), respectively.

Proposition 3.3 (ancestor axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.

p/descendant::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[descendant::n]/ancestor::m

(13)

| p/descendant-or-self::m[descendant::n]

/descendant::n/ancestor::m ⌘ /descendant-or-self::m[descendant::n]

(13a)

p/child::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[child::n]/ancestor-or-self::m

(14)

p/self::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[self::n]/ancestor::m (15)

p/following-sibling::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[following-sibling::n]/ancestor::m (16)

p/following::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p/following::m[descendant::n] (17)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*

[following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n]

/ancestor::m

p/descendant::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor::m]/descendant::n

(18)

| p/descendant-or-self::m/descendant::n

/descendant::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ /descendant-or-self::m/descendant::n

(18a)

p/child::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor-or-self::m]/child::n

(19)

p/self::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor::m]/self::n (20)

p/following-sibling::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor::m]/following-sibling::n (21)

p/following::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p/following::m/descendant::n (22)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[ancestor::m]

/following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n

7

Which rewrite rule? 
 /descendant::editor[parent::journal]



Rewrite Rules
Ancestor rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, an 
forward axis, n, m node tests)

Proposition 3.2 (parent axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.

descendant::n/parent::m ⌘ descendant-or-self::m[child::n]

(3)

child::n/parent::m ⌘ self::m[child::n] (4)

p/self::n/parent::m ⌘ p[self::n]/parent::m (5)

p/following-sibling::n/parent::m ⌘ p[following-sibling::n]/parent::m (6)

p/following::n/parent::m ⌘ p/following::m[child::n] (7)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[following-sibling::n]

/parent::m

descendant::n [parent::m] ⌘ descendant-or-self::m/child::n

(8)

child::n[parent::m] ⌘ self::m/child::n (9)

p/self::n[parent::m] ⌘ p[parent::m]/self::n (10)

p/following-sibling::n[parent::m] ⌘ p[parent::m]/following-sibling::n (11)

p/following::n[parent::m] ⌘ p/following::m/child::n (12)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[parent::m]

/following-sibling::n

Example 3.2. Consider the data of Figure 1. The following location path selects all editors of
journals:

/descendant::editor[parent::journal].

According to Equivalence (8), this path is equivalent to:
/descendant-or-self::journal/child::editor.

3.2.2 Ancestor

The following proposition gives equivalences that either move an ancestor step to the left of a
path or remove it completely. Equivalences (13a) and (18a) are special cases of Equivalences (13)
and (18), respectively.

Proposition 3.3 (ancestor axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.

p/descendant::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[descendant::n]/ancestor::m

(13)

| p/descendant-or-self::m[descendant::n]

/descendant::n/ancestor::m ⌘ /descendant-or-self::m[descendant::n]

(13a)

p/child::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[child::n]/ancestor-or-self::m

(14)

p/self::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[self::n]/ancestor::m (15)

p/following-sibling::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p[following-sibling::n]/ancestor::m (16)

p/following::n/ancestor::m ⌘ p/following::m[descendant::n] (17)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*

[following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n]

/ancestor::m

p/descendant::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor::m]/descendant::n

(18)

| p/descendant-or-self::m/descendant::n

/descendant::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ /descendant-or-self::m/descendant::n

(18a)

p/child::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor-or-self::m]/child::n

(19)

p/self::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor::m]/self::n (20)

p/following-sibling::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p[ancestor::m]/following-sibling::n (21)

p/following::n[ancestor::m] ⌘ p/following::m/descendant::n (22)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[ancestor::m]

/following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n
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Rewrite Rules
Preceding-sibling rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, 
an forward axis, n, m node tests)

3.2.3 Preceding-sibling

In the following proposition the preceding-sibling axis is treated. Note that the right-hand
side of equivalences for preceding-sibling (and preceding) contains more union terms than
the other equivalences, since there is no -or-self variant of these axes.

Proposition 3.4 (preceding-sibling axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.
The following equivalences hold:

descendant::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ descendant::m[following-sibling::n]

(23)

child::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ child::m[following-sibling::n] (24)

p/self::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ p[self::n]/preceding-sibling::m (25)

p/following-sibling::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ p[self::m/following-sibling::n] (26)

| p[following-sibling::n]/preceding-sibling::m

| p/following-sibling::m[following-sibling::n]

p/following::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ p/following::m[following-sibling::n] (27)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[following-sibling::n]

/preceding-sibling::m

| p/ancestor-or-self::m[following-sibling::n]

descendant::n[preceding-sibling::m ] ⌘ descendant::m/following-sibling::n

(28)

child::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ child::m/following-sibling::n (29)

p/self::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ p[self::n]/following-sibling::m (30)

p/following-sibling::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ p[self::m]/following-sibling::n (31)

| p/following-sibling::m/following-sibling::n

| p[preceding-sibling::m]/following-sibling::n

p/following::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ p/following::m/following-sibling::n (32)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[preceding-sibling::m]

/following-sibling::n

| p/ancestor-or-self::/following-sibling::n

3.2.4 Preceding

The following proposition describes the interaction of preceding with other axes.

Proposition 3.5 (preceding axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.

p/descendant::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[descendant::n]/preceding::m

(33)

| p/child::*

[following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n]

/descendant-or-self::m

/descendant::n/preceding::m ⌘ /descendant::m[following::n]

(33a)

p/child::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[child::n]/preceding::m

(34)

| p/child::*[following-sibling::n]

/descendant-or-self::m

p/self::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[self::n]/preceding::m (35)

p/following-sibling::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[following-sibling::n]/preceding::m (36)

| p/following-sibling::*[following-sibling::n]

/descendant-or-self::m

| p[following-sibling::n]/descendant-or-self::m

p/following::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[following::n]/preceding::m (37)

| p/following::m[following::n]

| p[following::n]/descendant-or-self::m

8



Rewrite Rules
Preceding rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, an 
forward axis, n, m node tests)

3.2.3 Preceding-sibling

In the following proposition the preceding-sibling axis is treated. Note that the right-hand
side of equivalences for preceding-sibling (and preceding) contains more union terms than
the other equivalences, since there is no -or-self variant of these axes.

Proposition 3.4 (preceding-sibling axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.
The following equivalences hold:

descendant::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ descendant::m[following-sibling::n]

(23)

child::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ child::m[following-sibling::n] (24)

p/self::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ p[self::n]/preceding-sibling::m (25)

p/following-sibling::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ p[self::m/following-sibling::n] (26)

| p[following-sibling::n]/preceding-sibling::m

| p/following-sibling::m[following-sibling::n]

p/following::n/preceding-sibling::m ⌘ p/following::m[following-sibling::n] (27)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[following-sibling::n]

/preceding-sibling::m

| p/ancestor-or-self::m[following-sibling::n]

descendant::n[preceding-sibling::m ] ⌘ descendant::m/following-sibling::n

(28)

child::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ child::m/following-sibling::n (29)

p/self::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ p[self::n]/following-sibling::m (30)

p/following-sibling::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ p[self::m]/following-sibling::n (31)

| p/following-sibling::m/following-sibling::n

| p[preceding-sibling::m]/following-sibling::n

p/following::n[preceding-sibling::m] ⌘ p/following::m/following-sibling::n (32)

| p/ancestor-or-self::*[preceding-sibling::m]

/following-sibling::n

| p/ancestor-or-self::/following-sibling::n

3.2.4 Preceding

The following proposition describes the interaction of preceding with other axes.

Proposition 3.5 (preceding axis). Let m and n be node tests and p a location path.

p/descendant::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[descendant::n]/preceding::m

(33)

| p/child::*

[following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n]

/descendant-or-self::m

/descendant::n/preceding::m ⌘ /descendant::m[following::n]

(33a)

p/child::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[child::n]/preceding::m

(34)

| p/child::*[following-sibling::n]

/descendant-or-self::m

p/self::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[self::n]/preceding::m (35)

p/following-sibling::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[following-sibling::n]/preceding::m (36)

| p/following-sibling::*[following-sibling::n]

/descendant-or-self::m

| p[following-sibling::n]/descendant-or-self::m

p/following::n/preceding::m ⌘ p[following::n]/preceding::m (37)

| p/following::m[following::n]

| p[following::n]/descendant-or-self::m

8
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Rewrite Rules
Preceding rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, an 
forward axis, n, m node tests)

p/descendant::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/descendant::n

(38)

| p/child::*[descendant-or-self::m]

/following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n

/descendant::n[preceding::m ] ⌘ /descendant::m/following::n

(38a)

p/child::n[preceding::m ] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/child::n

(39)

| p/child::*[descendant-or-self::m]

/following-sibling::n

p/self::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/self::n (40)

p/following-sibling::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/following-sibling::n (41)

| p/following-sibling::*[descendant-or-self::m]

/following-sibling::n

| p[descendant-or-self::m]/following-sibling::n

p/following::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/following::n (42)

| p/following::m/following::n

| p[descendant-or-self::m]/following::n

Example 3.3. Consider the location path

/descendant::price/preceding::name

of Example (3.1). With Rule 33a it can be rewritten to

/descendant::name[following::price].

This result is more compact and closer to the original than the result of Example (3.1) using
Equivalence (2a).

4 Location Path Rewriting

Each Equivalence (i) p1 ⌘ p2 of Section 3 gives rise to a rewriting rule: A path matching with
the left-hand side p1 can be rewritten into a path corresponding to the right-hand side p2. In
the following, Rule (i) denotes the rewriting rule p1 ! p2 induced by Equivalence (i) p1 ⌘ p2.

The equivalences of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 induce rewriting rules, denoted Rules (3.1.1)
to (3.1.8) and (3.2).

The equivalences of Section 3 are splitted in two sets of rules for use in a rewriting algorithm:

1. RuleSet1, containing the general Rules (1), (2), (2a) and (3.2).

2. RuleSet2, containing the specific Rules (3) to (42) and (3.2).

A rule can be applied to a location path in the following manner:

Definition 4.1 (Rule application). Let p be a non-disjunctive location path, and let pl ! pr

be a rule either from RuleSet1 or RuleSet2. If p is of the form pl/p
0, then let q denote the path

pr/p
0. If pl is a relative path and if p is of the form p1/pl/p2, then let q denote the path p1/pr/p2.

In both cases q is called the result of the application of rule pl ! pr to p.

An algorithm, called “rare” (sketched in Figure 2) for computing a reverse-axis-free path
equivalent to an absolute path is considered below. The input for the algorithm is restricted to
paths without qualifiers containing so-called “RR joins”:

Definition 4.2 (RR join). An RR join is an expression of the form p1 ✓ p2 where ✓ 2 {==, =},
and both p1 and p2 are Relative paths such that at least one of them contains a Reverse step.

For the consideration of termination and correctness of the algorithm, some important prop-
erties of the application of the rewriting rules to a location path are required:

9
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Preceding rules (am reverse axis, bm dual axis, an 
forward axis, n, m node tests)

p/descendant::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/descendant::n

(38)

| p/child::*[descendant-or-self::m]

/following-sibling::*/descendant-or-self::n

/descendant::n[preceding::m ] ⌘ /descendant::m/following::n

(38a)

p/child::n[preceding::m ] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/child::n

(39)

| p/child::*[descendant-or-self::m]

/following-sibling::n

p/self::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/self::n (40)

p/following-sibling::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/following-sibling::n (41)

| p/following-sibling::*[descendant-or-self::m]

/following-sibling::n

| p[descendant-or-self::m]/following-sibling::n

p/following::n[preceding::m] ⌘ p[preceding::m]/following::n (42)

| p/following::m/following::n

| p[descendant-or-self::m]/following::n

Example 3.3. Consider the location path

/descendant::price/preceding::name

of Example (3.1). With Rule 33a it can be rewritten to

/descendant::name[following::price].

This result is more compact and closer to the original than the result of Example (3.1) using
Equivalence (2a).

4 Location Path Rewriting

Each Equivalence (i) p1 ⌘ p2 of Section 3 gives rise to a rewriting rule: A path matching with
the left-hand side p1 can be rewritten into a path corresponding to the right-hand side p2. In
the following, Rule (i) denotes the rewriting rule p1 ! p2 induced by Equivalence (i) p1 ⌘ p2.

The equivalences of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 induce rewriting rules, denoted Rules (3.1.1)
to (3.1.8) and (3.2).

The equivalences of Section 3 are splitted in two sets of rules for use in a rewriting algorithm:

1. RuleSet1, containing the general Rules (1), (2), (2a) and (3.2).

2. RuleSet2, containing the specific Rules (3) to (42) and (3.2).

A rule can be applied to a location path in the following manner:

Definition 4.1 (Rule application). Let p be a non-disjunctive location path, and let pl ! pr

be a rule either from RuleSet1 or RuleSet2. If p is of the form pl/p
0, then let q denote the path

pr/p
0. If pl is a relative path and if p is of the form p1/pl/p2, then let q denote the path p1/pr/p2.

In both cases q is called the result of the application of rule pl ! pr to p.

An algorithm, called “rare” (sketched in Figure 2) for computing a reverse-axis-free path
equivalent to an absolute path is considered below. The input for the algorithm is restricted to
paths without qualifiers containing so-called “RR joins”:

Definition 4.2 (RR join). An RR join is an expression of the form p1 ✓ p2 where ✓ 2 {==, =},
and both p1 and p2 are Relative paths such that at least one of them contains a Reverse step.

For the consideration of termination and correctness of the algorithm, some important prop-
erties of the application of the rewriting rules to a location path are required:
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Rewrite Rules

Two “rule sets”: 

• RuleSet 1: (1),(2),(2a) and Lemma (1) 

• RuleSet 2: (3)—(42) and Lemma (1)



Rewrite Theorems

Theorem 1

For an absolute path p in which no joins occur, there 
exists an equivalent path p’ with no reverse steps. 

Using RuleSet 1, p’ has a length and can be 
computed in linear time in the length of p.



Rewrite Theorems

Theorem 2

For an absolute path p in which no joins occur, there 
exists an equivalent path p’ with no reverse steps. 

Using RuleSet 2, p’ has a length and can be 
computed in exponential time in the length of p.



Rewrite Algorithm
rare - Reverse Axis RemovalFigure 2 Algorithm rare (reverse axis removal)

Let ⇠ = RuleSet1 or RuleSet2.

Auxiliary functions:

match(p): returns the result of a rule application from ⇠ to the first reverse location step in p.

apply-lemmas(p): returns p if Rules (3.1.1-8) are not applicable to p. Otherwise, it returns the
result of the repeated application of Rules (3.1.1-8) to p.

union-flattening(p): returns a path equivalent to p with unions at top level only.

rare(p)
Input: p {absolute location path without qualifiers containing RR joins}.

p apply-lemmas(p).
p union-flattening(p) = U1 | . . . | Un (n � 1).
S  empty stack.
for i 1 to n do

push(Ui, S).
end for
p

0  ?. {initialization}
while not(empty(S)) do

U  pop(S).
while U contains a reverse step do

U  match(U).
U  apply-lemmas(U).
U  union-flattening(U) = V1 | . . . | Vn (n � 1).
for i 2 to n do

push(Vi, S).
end for
U  V1.

end while
p

0  p

0
| U .

end while
Output: p

0 {location path without reverse axes equivalent to p}.

11



Rewrite ExampleFigure 1 Tree and XML data it represents

<journal>
  <title>databases</title>
  <editor>anna</editor>
  <authors>
    <name>anna</name>
    <name>bob</name>
  </authors>
  <price />
</journal>

root

journal

title editor authors price

"anna""databases"
name name

"anna" "bob"

2.1 Location Path Language

The location path language considered in the following is unabbreviated XPath without those
constructs (such as those needed for processing attributes) irrelevant to the issue of concern. For
convenience, this language will be referred to as xPath. Recall that every abbreviated XPath
expression can easily be translated into an unabbreviated XPath expression. It is worth stressing
that the results given below for xPath extend to XPath 1.0 [18]. The (abstract) syntax of xPath
is as follows:

path ::= path | path | / path | path / path | path [ qualif ] | axis :: nodetest |? .

qualif ::= qualif and qualif | qualif or qualif | ( qualif ) |
path = path | path == path | path .

axis ::= reverse axis | forward axis .

reverse axis ::= parent | ancestor | ancestor-or-self |
preceding | preceding-sibling .

forward axis ::= self | child | descendant | descendant-or-self |
following | following-sibling .

nodetest ::= tagname | * | text() | node() .

As XPath 2.0 and in contrast to XPath 1.0, xPath allows the union p1 | p2 of two paths
at every level. Such paths can easily be transformed into paths with unions at top level only.
Note also that while we do not consider functions in the following sections, the results almost
immediately apply to location paths with functions. The only class of functions that needs
special treatment are functions for accessing the context position or size of a node.
? is convenient for simplifying proofs. It is used as a canonical equivalent path to the xPath

expressions that select no nodes whatever the context node and document are, e.g. /parent::*.
p1 == p2 expresses node equality based on identity. Thus, if p1 and p2 are two paths, then

p1 == p2 holds if there is a node selected by p1 which is identical to a node selected by p2.
== corresponds to built-in node equality operator (==) in XPath 2.0 and XQuery 1.0, but it
can also be used for comparing node sets similar to general comparisons in XPath 2.0. As
XPath 1.0 has built-in support for equality based on node values only, the XPath 1.0 expression
count(p1 | p2) < count(p1) + count(p2) can be used for expressing ==.

A path expression will be called a “location path”, or “path” for short. A qualif expression is
a “qualifier” (or pattern). Expressions axis::nodetest and axis::nodetest[qualif ] are “steps”,
also called “location steps”. The length of a location path is the number of location steps it
contains outside and inside qualifiers. Note that every location path is a qualifier, but the
converse is false.

Absolute location paths are recursively defined as follows: A disjunctive path, i.e. a path of
the form p1 | . . . | pi | . . . | pk, is an absolute path if for all i = 1, . . . , k, pi is an absolute path.

3

Lemma 3.2. Let m and n be node tests, i.e. m and n are tag names or one of the xPath
constructs *, node(), or text().

• Let a be one of the axes parent, ancestor, preceding, preceding-sibling, self,
following, or following-sibling. Then the following holds:

/a::n ⌘
(
/ if a = self and n = node()

? otherwise

• Let a be the preceding or ancestor axis. Then the following equivalences hold:

/child::m/a::n ⌘
(
/self::node()[child::m] if a = ancestor and n = node()

? otherwise

/child::m[a::n] ⌘
(
/child::m if a = ancestor and n = node()

? otherwise

3.1 General equivalences

The nodes selected by a reverse step within a location path are necessarily descendants of the
document root. The following equivalences show how for any reverse axis only those descendants
of the root can be selected that are also matched by the original reverse step.

Proposition 3.1. Let p and s be relative location paths, n and m node tests, am a reverse axis,
an a forward axis, and bm the symmetrical axis of am. Then the following holds

p[am::m/s] ⌘ p[/descendant::m[s]/bm::node() == self::node()]

(1)

/p/an::n/am::m ⌘ /descendant::m[bm::n == /p/an::n] (2)

/an::n/am::m ⌘ /descendant::m[bm::n == /an::n] (2a)

Equivalence (1) shows that it is possible to remove the first step in a location path within a
qualifier. With help of Lemma 3.1.5 this result is generalized to reverse steps having an arbitrary
position within a qualifier.

The key idea of Equivalence (1) is that, instead of looking back from the context node spec-
ified by path p for matching a certain node (am::m), one can look forward from the beginning
of the document for matching the node (/descendant::m) and then, still forward, for reaching
the initial context node (bm::node()). Hence, e.g. instead of checking whether the context
node specified by path p has a preceding m (p[preceding::m]), one rather looks for an m

node and then for a following node that is identical to the context node:
p[/descendant::m/following::node() == self::node()].

Equivalence (2) removes the first reverse step from an absolute location path using the same
underlying idea.

Note that the equality occurring in these equivalences is based on node identity. The equiv-
alent paths might remain expensive to evaluate, but no evaluation of the am::m reverse step is
needed anymore.

Example 3.1. Consider the example of Figure 1 and a query asking for all names that appear
before a price. A way to select these nodes is using the following location path:

/descendant::price/preceding::name

By Equivalence (2a), the preceding axis can be removed yielding to the following equivalent
location path:

/descendant::name[following::price == /descendant::price]

While the initial location path selects all name nodes preceding a price node, the equivalent
location path selects all name nodes, that have a following price node, if that node is also a

5

RuleSet 1 
/descendant::name/preceding::title[ancestor::journal]



XPath Containment

Intuitive definition: 

Given two paths p, q: are all nodes selected by p 
also selected by q?



XPath Containment

• if a document matches p, and p is contained in q, 
the we know the document also matches q 

• if a document does not match q, and p is 
contained in q, then we know the document does 
not match p



XPath Containment

Applications: 

• decrease online time for publish/subscribe systems 

• decrease query time by using materialised 
intermediate results 

• query optimization: ruling out queries with empty 
results,…



XPath Containment
Types of containment

p ✓0 q

p ✓1 q

p ✓2 q

0-containment for every tree, if p selects a 
node then so does q

1-containment
for every tree, all nodes 

selected by p are also selected 
by q

2-containment
for every tree and every 

context node N, all 
nodes selected by p from N, 
are also selected by q from N



Pattern Trees
XPath(/,//,*,[])

selection pattern tree

edges. A predicate expression of a step s gives rise
to a subtree of the node corresponding to s. The
node which corresponds to the last step of an expres-
sion (the selection node) is underlined to distinguish
it from the leaves that are obtained from predicates.
Hence, the tree depicted in Figure 2 is the pattern
tree T (p0).

a

d ∗

c

Figure 2: Pattern tree for p0

It should be stressed that the order in which the
children of a node are depicted does not carry any
meaning. In particular, this order does not need to
be matched in the document.

2.6 XPath fragments

Work on XPath query containment has mainly fo-
cussed on the two most important axes, child and
descendant. It even considered fragments, where
disjunction, predicates [q] and/or the wildcard ∗ are
not allowed. We refer to such fragments by writing
XP(L), where L is a list of the allowed components
in abbreviated notation. E.g., the fragment, where
only child, predicates1 and wildcard are allowed is
denoted by XP(/, [ ], ∗).

3 Containment

3.1 Simple containment

In this section we define the basic notions about
XPath query containment.

As explained in Section 2 an XPath expression p
defines a binary relation Rp(t), for every XML tree t.
The most general notion of containment to consider is
therefore based on binary relations. We write p ⊆2 q
if Rp(t) ⊆ Rq(t), for every XML tree t.

1If predicates are allowed the self axis can always be used
in predicate expressions.

An alternative notion of containment only consid-
ers whether nodes match relative to the root of the
tree. Here, we interpret an expression p as abso-
lute expression, defining the set Rroot

p (t) of nodes
v, for which (root, v) ∈ Rp(t). We write p ⊆1 q if
Rroot

p (t) ⊆ Rroot
q (t), for every XML tree t.

Finally, we define Boolean containment which only
asks whether p and q match at all, relative to the
root. We write t |= p, if Rroot

p (t) ̸= ∅. If t |= p
implies t |= q, for every XML tree t, then we write
p ⊆0 q.

It turns out that all three containment notions are
strongly related. If only the child and descendant
axes are allowed ⊆2 and ⊆1 are actually equivalent.
If predicates are allowed then it is even sufficient to
consider Boolean queries. Figure 3 shows how the
tree pattern T (p0) can be modified into a new tree
pattern T (p′0) by adding a child to its selection node.
It holds that p ⊆1 q if and only p′ ⊆0 q′ [19]. In
the remainder of this article, we will only consider
Boolean containment ⊆0. Therefore, in pattern trees
we no longer distinguish a selection node.

a

d ∗

c

x

Figure 3: Pattern tree for p0

It is easy to verify that p1 ⊆0 q1 holds for the
expressions p1 and q1 underlying the tree patterns in
Figure 4. We will encounter several ways to prove
this fact in the next section.

3.2 Containment under constraints

In general, p2 ⊆0 q2 does not hold for the expres-
sions p2 = /a/b//d and q2 = /a//c. Nevertheless,
it holds for documents like the example document
above which conform to the following DTD d2.

root → a∗

a → b∗ | c∗

b → d+c+

c → b?c?

a[.//d]/*//c



Pattern Trees
XPath(/,//,*,[])

match pattern tree

a[.//d]/*//c

edges. A predicate expression of a step s gives rise
to a subtree of the node corresponding to s. The
node which corresponds to the last step of an expres-
sion (the selection node) is underlined to distinguish
it from the leaves that are obtained from predicates.
Hence, the tree depicted in Figure 2 is the pattern
tree T (p0).

a

d ∗

c

Figure 2: Pattern tree for p0

It should be stressed that the order in which the
children of a node are depicted does not carry any
meaning. In particular, this order does not need to
be matched in the document.

2.6 XPath fragments

Work on XPath query containment has mainly fo-
cussed on the two most important axes, child and
descendant. It even considered fragments, where
disjunction, predicates [q] and/or the wildcard ∗ are
not allowed. We refer to such fragments by writing
XP(L), where L is a list of the allowed components
in abbreviated notation. E.g., the fragment, where
only child, predicates1 and wildcard are allowed is
denoted by XP(/, [ ], ∗).

3 Containment

3.1 Simple containment

In this section we define the basic notions about
XPath query containment.

As explained in Section 2 an XPath expression p
defines a binary relation Rp(t), for every XML tree t.
The most general notion of containment to consider is
therefore based on binary relations. We write p ⊆2 q
if Rp(t) ⊆ Rq(t), for every XML tree t.

1If predicates are allowed the self axis can always be used
in predicate expressions.
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p (t) of nodes
v, for which (root, v) ∈ Rp(t). We write p ⊆1 q if
Rroot

p (t) ⊆ Rroot
q (t), for every XML tree t.
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x

Figure 3: Pattern tree for p0

It is easy to verify that p1 ⊆0 q1 holds for the
expressions p1 and q1 underlying the tree patterns in
Figure 4. We will encounter several ways to prove
this fact in the next section.

3.2 Containment under constraints

In general, p2 ⊆0 q2 does not hold for the expres-
sions p2 = /a/b//d and q2 = /a//c. Nevertheless,
it holds for documents like the example document
above which conform to the following DTD d2.

root → a∗

a → b∗ | c∗

b → d+c+

c → b?c?
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Techniques

1. Canonical Model Technique 

2. Homomorphism Technique 

3. Automaton Technique 

4. Chase Technique



Canonical Model

If there exists a tree that matches p but not q, then a 
tree exists of size polynomial in the size of p and q.



Canonical Model

Method: 

1. Find all possible enumerations of the query 

2. Construct a counter example tree, by replacing in 
p, every * by a new symbol (say “z”), every // by 
{z/, z/z/, z/z/z/, …, z/z/…/z}
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example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.

5.1 The canonical model technique

Unfortunately, the fundamental equivalence does not
directly provide an algorithm for testing contain-
ment, as the set of possible trees t is infinite. Nev-
ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1

of Figure 4.
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c
Pattern tree T (p1)
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c
Pattern tree T (q1)

Figure 4: Patterns p1 and q1 with p1 ⊆0 q1.

Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
in Figure 5 match q. To get an idea why the way
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.
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Homomorphism
h: map each node of q’s pattern tree Q to a node of p’s 
pattern tree P s.t.: 

• root(Q) mapped to root(B)

• if (u,v) child edge of Q then (h(u),h(v)) is child-edge of P 

• if (u,v) descendant edge of Q, then h(v) is “below" h(u) in 
P 

• if u is labeled, then h(u) is also labeled the same (except 
for *)



Homomorphism

Theorem

For p, q expressions in XPath(/,//,[]), p is 0-contained in 
q if and only if there is a homomorphism from Q to P.
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example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.
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this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1

of Figure 4.
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Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
in Figure 5 match q. To get an idea why the way
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.
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Cave If we add the star (*) then homomorphism need not exist!

Æ there are   p,q ∈ XPath(/,//,[],*)  such that   p ⊆0 q and 
there is no homomorphism from Q to P  /
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For every DTD there is a tree automaton which 
recognises the corresponding document trees. 

In the same way, for any p in XPath(/,//,[],*,|) there 
exists a (non-deterministic) automaton which accepts 
a tree iff p matches the tree.
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Theorem

Containment test of XPath(/,//,[],*,|) in the presence of 
DTDs can be solved in EXPTIME.
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Containment test of XPath(/,//) in the presence of DTDs 
can be solved in PTIME.
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The Chase: classic relational DB technique to check 
query containment in the presence of integrity 
contraints
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example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.

5.1 The canonical model technique

Unfortunately, the fundamental equivalence does not
directly provide an algorithm for testing contain-
ment, as the set of possible trees t is infinite. Nev-
ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1

of Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Patterns p1 and q1 with p1 ⊆0 q1.

Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
in Figure 5 match q. To get an idea why the way
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.
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ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
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The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1
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Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
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5.2 The homomorphism technique

There is a classical characterization result for con-
junctive queries against relational databases. A

edges. A predicate expression of a step s gives rise
to a subtree of the node corresponding to s. The
node which corresponds to the last step of an expres-
sion (the selection node) is underlined to distinguish
it from the leaves that are obtained from predicates.
Hence, the tree depicted in Figure 2 is the pattern
tree T (p0).

a

d ∗

c

Figure 2: Pattern tree for p0

It should be stressed that the order in which the
children of a node are depicted does not carry any
meaning. In particular, this order does not need to
be matched in the document.

2.6 XPath fragments

Work on XPath query containment has mainly fo-
cussed on the two most important axes, child and
descendant. It even considered fragments, where
disjunction, predicates [q] and/or the wildcard ∗ are
not allowed. We refer to such fragments by writing
XP(L), where L is a list of the allowed components
in abbreviated notation. E.g., the fragment, where
only child, predicates1 and wildcard are allowed is
denoted by XP(/, [ ], ∗).

3 Containment

3.1 Simple containment

In this section we define the basic notions about
XPath query containment.

As explained in Section 2 an XPath expression p
defines a binary relation Rp(t), for every XML tree t.
The most general notion of containment to consider is
therefore based on binary relations. We write p ⊆2 q
if Rp(t) ⊆ Rq(t), for every XML tree t.

1If predicates are allowed the self axis can always be used
in predicate expressions.

An alternative notion of containment only consid-
ers whether nodes match relative to the root of the
tree. Here, we interpret an expression p as abso-
lute expression, defining the set Rroot

p (t) of nodes
v, for which (root, v) ∈ Rp(t). We write p ⊆1 q if
Rroot

p (t) ⊆ Rroot
q (t), for every XML tree t.

Finally, we define Boolean containment which only
asks whether p and q match at all, relative to the
root. We write t |= p, if Rroot

p (t) ̸= ∅. If t |= p
implies t |= q, for every XML tree t, then we write
p ⊆0 q.

It turns out that all three containment notions are
strongly related. If only the child and descendant
axes are allowed ⊆2 and ⊆1 are actually equivalent.
If predicates are allowed then it is even sufficient to
consider Boolean queries. Figure 3 shows how the
tree pattern T (p0) can be modified into a new tree
pattern T (p′0) by adding a child to its selection node.
It holds that p ⊆1 q if and only p′ ⊆0 q′ [19]. In
the remainder of this article, we will only consider
Boolean containment ⊆0. Therefore, in pattern trees
we no longer distinguish a selection node.
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Figure 3: Pattern tree for p0

It is easy to verify that p1 ⊆0 q1 holds for the
expressions p1 and q1 underlying the tree patterns in
Figure 4. We will encounter several ways to prove
this fact in the next section.

3.2 Containment under constraints

In general, p2 ⊆0 q2 does not hold for the expres-
sions p2 = /a/b//d and q2 = /a//c. Nevertheless,
it holds for documents like the example document
above which conform to the following DTD d2.

root → a∗

a → b∗ | c∗

b → d+c+

c → b?c?

DTD
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example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.

5.1 The canonical model technique

Unfortunately, the fundamental equivalence does not
directly provide an algorithm for testing contain-
ment, as the set of possible trees t is infinite. Nev-
ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1

of Figure 4.
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c
Pattern tree T (p1)
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c
Pattern tree T (q1)

Figure 4: Patterns p1 and q1 with p1 ⊆0 q1.

Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
in Figure 5 match q. To get an idea why the way
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.
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5.2 The homomorphism technique

There is a classical characterization result for con-
junctive queries against relational databases. A

example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.

5.1 The canonical model technique

Unfortunately, the fundamental equivalence does not
directly provide an algorithm for testing contain-
ment, as the set of possible trees t is infinite. Nev-
ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1
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Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.
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5.2 The homomorphism technique

There is a classical characterization result for con-
junctive queries against relational databases. A

edges. A predicate expression of a step s gives rise
to a subtree of the node corresponding to s. The
node which corresponds to the last step of an expres-
sion (the selection node) is underlined to distinguish
it from the leaves that are obtained from predicates.
Hence, the tree depicted in Figure 2 is the pattern
tree T (p0).
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c

Figure 2: Pattern tree for p0

It should be stressed that the order in which the
children of a node are depicted does not carry any
meaning. In particular, this order does not need to
be matched in the document.

2.6 XPath fragments

Work on XPath query containment has mainly fo-
cussed on the two most important axes, child and
descendant. It even considered fragments, where
disjunction, predicates [q] and/or the wildcard ∗ are
not allowed. We refer to such fragments by writing
XP(L), where L is a list of the allowed components
in abbreviated notation. E.g., the fragment, where
only child, predicates1 and wildcard are allowed is
denoted by XP(/, [ ], ∗).

3 Containment

3.1 Simple containment

In this section we define the basic notions about
XPath query containment.

As explained in Section 2 an XPath expression p
defines a binary relation Rp(t), for every XML tree t.
The most general notion of containment to consider is
therefore based on binary relations. We write p ⊆2 q
if Rp(t) ⊆ Rq(t), for every XML tree t.

1If predicates are allowed the self axis can always be used
in predicate expressions.

An alternative notion of containment only consid-
ers whether nodes match relative to the root of the
tree. Here, we interpret an expression p as abso-
lute expression, defining the set Rroot

p (t) of nodes
v, for which (root, v) ∈ Rp(t). We write p ⊆1 q if
Rroot

p (t) ⊆ Rroot
q (t), for every XML tree t.

Finally, we define Boolean containment which only
asks whether p and q match at all, relative to the
root. We write t |= p, if Rroot

p (t) ̸= ∅. If t |= p
implies t |= q, for every XML tree t, then we write
p ⊆0 q.

It turns out that all three containment notions are
strongly related. If only the child and descendant
axes are allowed ⊆2 and ⊆1 are actually equivalent.
If predicates are allowed then it is even sufficient to
consider Boolean queries. Figure 3 shows how the
tree pattern T (p0) can be modified into a new tree
pattern T (p′0) by adding a child to its selection node.
It holds that p ⊆1 q if and only p′ ⊆0 q′ [19]. In
the remainder of this article, we will only consider
Boolean containment ⊆0. Therefore, in pattern trees
we no longer distinguish a selection node.
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It is easy to verify that p1 ⊆0 q1 holds for the
expressions p1 and q1 underlying the tree patterns in
Figure 4. We will encounter several ways to prove
this fact in the next section.

3.2 Containment under constraints

In general, p2 ⊆0 q2 does not hold for the expres-
sions p2 = /a/b//d and q2 = /a//c. Nevertheless,
it holds for documents like the example document
above which conform to the following DTD d2.

root → a∗

a → b∗ | c∗

b → d+c+

c → b?c?

DTDc1 : b ! d

c2 : b ! c
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example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.

5.1 The canonical model technique

Unfortunately, the fundamental equivalence does not
directly provide an algorithm for testing contain-
ment, as the set of possible trees t is infinite. Nev-
ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1

of Figure 4.
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Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
in Figure 5 match q. To get an idea why the way
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m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.
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5.2 The homomorphism technique

There is a classical characterization result for con-
junctive queries against relational databases. A

edges. A predicate expression of a step s gives rise
to a subtree of the node corresponding to s. The
node which corresponds to the last step of an expres-
sion (the selection node) is underlined to distinguish
it from the leaves that are obtained from predicates.
Hence, the tree depicted in Figure 2 is the pattern
tree T (p0).
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It should be stressed that the order in which the
children of a node are depicted does not carry any
meaning. In particular, this order does not need to
be matched in the document.

2.6 XPath fragments

Work on XPath query containment has mainly fo-
cussed on the two most important axes, child and
descendant. It even considered fragments, where
disjunction, predicates [q] and/or the wildcard ∗ are
not allowed. We refer to such fragments by writing
XP(L), where L is a list of the allowed components
in abbreviated notation. E.g., the fragment, where
only child, predicates1 and wildcard are allowed is
denoted by XP(/, [ ], ∗).

3 Containment

3.1 Simple containment

In this section we define the basic notions about
XPath query containment.

As explained in Section 2 an XPath expression p
defines a binary relation Rp(t), for every XML tree t.
The most general notion of containment to consider is
therefore based on binary relations. We write p ⊆2 q
if Rp(t) ⊆ Rq(t), for every XML tree t.

1If predicates are allowed the self axis can always be used
in predicate expressions.

An alternative notion of containment only consid-
ers whether nodes match relative to the root of the
tree. Here, we interpret an expression p as abso-
lute expression, defining the set Rroot

p (t) of nodes
v, for which (root, v) ∈ Rp(t). We write p ⊆1 q if
Rroot

p (t) ⊆ Rroot
q (t), for every XML tree t.

Finally, we define Boolean containment which only
asks whether p and q match at all, relative to the
root. We write t |= p, if Rroot

p (t) ̸= ∅. If t |= p
implies t |= q, for every XML tree t, then we write
p ⊆0 q.

It turns out that all three containment notions are
strongly related. If only the child and descendant
axes are allowed ⊆2 and ⊆1 are actually equivalent.
If predicates are allowed then it is even sufficient to
consider Boolean queries. Figure 3 shows how the
tree pattern T (p0) can be modified into a new tree
pattern T (p′0) by adding a child to its selection node.
It holds that p ⊆1 q if and only p′ ⊆0 q′ [19]. In
the remainder of this article, we will only consider
Boolean containment ⊆0. Therefore, in pattern trees
we no longer distinguish a selection node.
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It is easy to verify that p1 ⊆0 q1 holds for the
expressions p1 and q1 underlying the tree patterns in
Figure 4. We will encounter several ways to prove
this fact in the next section.

3.2 Containment under constraints

In general, p2 ⊆0 q2 does not hold for the expres-
sions p2 = /a/b//d and q2 = /a//c. Nevertheless,
it holds for documents like the example document
above which conform to the following DTD d2.

root → a∗

a → b∗ | c∗

b → d+c+

c → b?c?

DTDc1 : b ! d

c2 : b ! c

a

b

d d c

Figure 9: Pattern tree after chasing p2

pattern shown in Figure 9. As there is an obvious ho-
momorphism from T (q2) we get (again) that p2 ⊆0 q2

in the presence of d2.

6 Related work

XPath equivalence. Of course, equivalence of
XPath expressions can be reduced to containment.
In [19] it is shown that, for forward axes and in the
presence of predicates, these two problems are actu-
ally equivalent. Essentially, p ⊆0 q if and only if p and
p[/q] are equivalent. A different approach to XPath
equivalence via Datalog has been taken in [27].

XPath minimization. A related problem is the
minimization of XPath queries, i.e., given an expres-
sion p to find a minimal equivalent expression p′.
As pointed out in [10], minimization is possible in
polynomial time for an XP-fragment, if containment
for this fragment can be decided via homomorphisms
and it always holds that p′ is essentially a subpattern
of p. In this way, PTIME-minimization was proved
for XP(/, [ ], ∗) [26] and for XP(/, //, [ ]) [2]. In [10]
it is shown that XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) also has the subpat-
tern property. We already saw that it does not have
the homomorphism property though, therefore the
minimization problem is coNP-hard. Nevertheless,
a PTIME-algorithm can be obtained for expressions
from XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) in which, for each node, all but
one subtrees are linear. A general framework for op-
timization of XPath expressions has been studied in
[16].

XPath evaluation. In [11] it was shown that
XPath expressions can be evaluated in polynomial
time (combined complexity), for a much larger frag-
ment of XPath than the one considered here. This

result was improved both in theory (precise complex-
ity results) [12] and pratice [13]. A quick introduction
to this topic can be found in [14].

Characterizing XPath. In [3] XPath fragments
are characterized in terms of existential first-order
logic. Furthermore closure properties and axiomati-
zability of many fragments are studied. An elegant
characterization and an extension of XPath by so-
called conditional axes can be found in [18]. The
containment problem is also studied.

Containment for path queries on graphs. A
lot of work has been done on containment for reg-
ular path queries in the more general framework of
semistructured data, see e.g. [5, 15] and citations
therein.

Tree pattern matching. An overview of algo-
rithms for pattern matching in trees and graphs can
be found in [25].
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The Chase Technique

example, i.e., a tree t such that t |= p but t ̸|= q.

5.1 The canonical model technique

Unfortunately, the fundamental equivalence does not
directly provide an algorithm for testing contain-
ment, as the set of possible trees t is infinite. Nev-
ertheless, if for a fragment X it holds that p ̸⊆0 q if
and only if there is a counter-example t of polyno-
mial size in p and q, then the containment test for X
is in coNP (as the test for the complement of con-
tainment is then in NP). Accordingly, an exponential
size bound for counter-example trees gives rise to a
coNEXPTIME algorithm and so on.

The method of canonical models, introduced in
[19, 20], tries to prune the search space by showing
that there are always counter-examples (if any) with
a similar shape as the pattern p. As an illustration of
this technique we consider the following result [19].

Theorem 5.1 Containment of XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) ex-
pressions can be tested in coNP.

The proof shows that p ̸⊆0 q only holds if there is
a counter-example t obtained from p as follows. Let
z be a new symbol not occuring in p and q. Every
∗ in the pattern tree T (p) is replaced by z. Every
descendant edge is replaced by a chain of at most
m(q) + 1 child edges with interior nodes labelled by
z. Here, m(q) is the maximum length of a chain in
T (q) consisting solely of child edges and ∗-nodes. It
is clear that all these trees match p. It should be
noted that the proof relies on the existence of a new
symbol z.

As an example we consider the patterns p1 and q1

of Figure 4.

a

b

d ∗

c
Pattern tree T (p1)

a

d ∗

c
Pattern tree T (q1)

Figure 4: Patterns p1 and q1 with p1 ⊆0 q1.

Note that m(q1) = 1. Therefore in order to verify
p1 ⊆0 q1 it is sufficient to check that the trees listed
in Figure 5 match q. To get an idea why the way

a

b

d z

c

a

b

z

d

z

c

a

b

z

z

d

z

c

Figure 5: Trees to be tested to ensure p1 ⊆0 q1

m(q) was defined is suitable, consider the patterns p3

and q3 in Figure 6. Replacing the descendant edges
of p3 by ∗-chains of length 3 = m(q3) + 1 results in
a counter-example. Replacing them uniformly with
shorter ∗-chains does not. In general though, it might
be necessary to replace some edges by shorter paths.

a

b

c c d

c

b

c c d

d

c

b

c d

c

d

d

c
Pattern tree T (p3)

a

b

c ∗

c

∗

∗

c
Pattern tree T (q3)

Figure 6: Patterns p3 and q3 with p3 ̸⊆0 q3.

5.2 The homomorphism technique

There is a classical characterization result for con-
junctive queries against relational databases. A

edges. A predicate expression of a step s gives rise
to a subtree of the node corresponding to s. The
node which corresponds to the last step of an expres-
sion (the selection node) is underlined to distinguish
it from the leaves that are obtained from predicates.
Hence, the tree depicted in Figure 2 is the pattern
tree T (p0).

a

d ∗

c

Figure 2: Pattern tree for p0

It should be stressed that the order in which the
children of a node are depicted does not carry any
meaning. In particular, this order does not need to
be matched in the document.

2.6 XPath fragments

Work on XPath query containment has mainly fo-
cussed on the two most important axes, child and
descendant. It even considered fragments, where
disjunction, predicates [q] and/or the wildcard ∗ are
not allowed. We refer to such fragments by writing
XP(L), where L is a list of the allowed components
in abbreviated notation. E.g., the fragment, where
only child, predicates1 and wildcard are allowed is
denoted by XP(/, [ ], ∗).

3 Containment

3.1 Simple containment

In this section we define the basic notions about
XPath query containment.

As explained in Section 2 an XPath expression p
defines a binary relation Rp(t), for every XML tree t.
The most general notion of containment to consider is
therefore based on binary relations. We write p ⊆2 q
if Rp(t) ⊆ Rq(t), for every XML tree t.

1If predicates are allowed the self axis can always be used
in predicate expressions.

An alternative notion of containment only consid-
ers whether nodes match relative to the root of the
tree. Here, we interpret an expression p as abso-
lute expression, defining the set Rroot

p (t) of nodes
v, for which (root, v) ∈ Rp(t). We write p ⊆1 q if
Rroot

p (t) ⊆ Rroot
q (t), for every XML tree t.

Finally, we define Boolean containment which only
asks whether p and q match at all, relative to the
root. We write t |= p, if Rroot

p (t) ̸= ∅. If t |= p
implies t |= q, for every XML tree t, then we write
p ⊆0 q.

It turns out that all three containment notions are
strongly related. If only the child and descendant
axes are allowed ⊆2 and ⊆1 are actually equivalent.
If predicates are allowed then it is even sufficient to
consider Boolean queries. Figure 3 shows how the
tree pattern T (p0) can be modified into a new tree
pattern T (p′0) by adding a child to its selection node.
It holds that p ⊆1 q if and only p′ ⊆0 q′ [19]. In
the remainder of this article, we will only consider
Boolean containment ⊆0. Therefore, in pattern trees
we no longer distinguish a selection node.

a

d ∗

c

x

Figure 3: Pattern tree for p0

It is easy to verify that p1 ⊆0 q1 holds for the
expressions p1 and q1 underlying the tree patterns in
Figure 4. We will encounter several ways to prove
this fact in the next section.

3.2 Containment under constraints

In general, p2 ⊆0 q2 does not hold for the expres-
sions p2 = /a/b//d and q2 = /a//c. Nevertheless,
it holds for documents like the example document
above which conform to the following DTD d2.

root → a∗

a → b∗ | c∗

b → d+c+

c → b?c?

DTDc1 : b ! d

c2 : b ! c

a

b

d d c

Figure 9: Pattern tree after chasing p2

pattern shown in Figure 9. As there is an obvious ho-
momorphism from T (q2) we get (again) that p2 ⊆0 q2

in the presence of d2.

6 Related work

XPath equivalence. Of course, equivalence of
XPath expressions can be reduced to containment.
In [19] it is shown that, for forward axes and in the
presence of predicates, these two problems are actu-
ally equivalent. Essentially, p ⊆0 q if and only if p and
p[/q] are equivalent. A different approach to XPath
equivalence via Datalog has been taken in [27].

XPath minimization. A related problem is the
minimization of XPath queries, i.e., given an expres-
sion p to find a minimal equivalent expression p′.
As pointed out in [10], minimization is possible in
polynomial time for an XP-fragment, if containment
for this fragment can be decided via homomorphisms
and it always holds that p′ is essentially a subpattern
of p. In this way, PTIME-minimization was proved
for XP(/, [ ], ∗) [26] and for XP(/, //, [ ]) [2]. In [10]
it is shown that XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) also has the subpat-
tern property. We already saw that it does not have
the homomorphism property though, therefore the
minimization problem is coNP-hard. Nevertheless,
a PTIME-algorithm can be obtained for expressions
from XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) in which, for each node, all but
one subtrees are linear. A general framework for op-
timization of XPath expressions has been studied in
[16].

XPath evaluation. In [11] it was shown that
XPath expressions can be evaluated in polynomial
time (combined complexity), for a much larger frag-
ment of XPath than the one considered here. This

result was improved both in theory (precise complex-
ity results) [12] and pratice [13]. A quick introduction
to this topic can be found in [14].

Characterizing XPath. In [3] XPath fragments
are characterized in terms of existential first-order
logic. Furthermore closure properties and axiomati-
zability of many fragments are studied. An elegant
characterization and an extension of XPath by so-
called conditional axes can be found in [18]. The
containment problem is also studied.

Containment for path queries on graphs. A
lot of work has been done on containment for reg-
ular path queries in the more general framework of
semistructured data, see e.g. [5, 15] and citations
therein.

Tree pattern matching. An overview of algo-
rithms for pattern matching in trees and graphs can
be found in [25].
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The General Landscape
We say that p ⊆0 q under DTD d, if t |= p implies

t |= q, for all trees t that are valid w.r.t. d.
The containment problem has been studied in the

presence of DTDs and of several other types of con-
straints [26, 2, 22]. A very general class of constraints,
simple XPath Integrity Constraints (SXICs) were in-
troduced in [9]. They are reminiscent of embedded
dependencies in relational databases (cf. [1]).

4 Complexity results

There are many complexity results for XPath con-
tainment, most of them with matching upper and
lower bounds. Some upper bound techniques will be
discussed in the next section. For space reasons we
cannot touch techniques for lower bounds here. In
Table 1 we list some of the main results, grouped
by complexity. All complexities for coNP and the
higher classes are tight, i.e., the problems are com-
plete for the respective class.

In [19] the borderline between tractable and in-
tractable fragments inside XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) is studied.
In particular, it is shown that the containment prob-
lem becomes tractable if the number of //-edges in
the pattern q is bounded, but it remains coNP-
complete if only the number of wildcards or predicate
occurences is bounded.

Other axes. As already mentioned, most work
concentrated on the forward axes. Some results from
[9] concerning backward axes are mentioned in the
table. In [24] it is shown that each XPath expression
has an equivalent expression without backward axes.
However, this expression might have exponential size.

5 Some algorithmic techniques

In this section a couple of techniques will be presented
that were used to obtain upper bounds for various
fragments of XPath. These techniques are based on
canonical models, homomorphisms, the chase proce-
dure, and on tree automata, respectively.

All these techniques use the simple but fundamen-
tal fact that p ̸⊆0 q if and only if there is a counter-

PTIME XP(/, //, ∗) [21]
XP(/, [ ], ∗) (see [19])
XP(/, //, [ ]) [2], with fixed bounded
SXICs [9]
XP(/, //) + DTDs [22]
XP[/, [ ]] + DTDs [22]

coNP XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) [19]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |), XP(/, |), XP(//, |) [22]
XP(/, [ ]) + DTDs [22]
XP(//, [ ]) + DTDs [22]

Πp
2 XP(/, //, [ ], |) + existential variables

+ path equality + ancestor-or-self
axis + fixed bounded SXICs [9]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |) + existential variables
+ all backward axes + fixed bounded
SXICs [9]
XP(/, //, [ ], |) + existential variables
with inequality [22]

PSPACE XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |) and XP(/, //, |) if the
alphabet is finite [22]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |) + variables with
XPath semantics [22]

EXPTIME XP(/, //, [ ], |) + existential variables +
bounded SXICs [9]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |) + DTDs [22]
XP(/, //, |) + DTDs [22]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗) + DTDs [22]

Undecidable XP(/, //, [ ], |) + existential variables +
unbounded SXICs [9]
XP(/, //, [ ], |) + existential variables +
bounded SXICs + DTDs [9]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |) + nodeset equality +
simple DTDs [22]
XP(/, //, [ ], ∗, |) + existential variables
with inequality[22]

Table 1: Complexity results for XPath containment.
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